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Anthropologist: a person who studies humans in past and present societies
Archaeologist: a person who studies history by carefully digging up historical sites
Atlatl: a hunting tool/weapon that was a stick with a throwing dart
BCE: Before our Common Era (often used to replace BC “Before Christ”)
Beringia: the land area in ancient times that surrounded the Bering Strait/land bridge
Caravel: a small and fast Portuguese ship used for exploration in the 15th-16th centuries
Cartographer: a person who makes maps and is often an explorer
CE: Common Era (often used to replace AD, or “in the year of our Lord”)
Chilkat: an intricate and valuable blanket made by the Pacific West Coast first nations
Confederacy: an alliance or league of nations who join together for trade or war
Coureurs de Bois: French or Metis fur traders who were also often explorers
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid): the coded language inside the cells of living things that
carries genetic information.
Dorset/Tuniit: The first people of Canada’s arctic who came across the land bridge
Eurasia: The continent of Europe and Asia, especially before present-day borders
Filles du Roi: single women sponsored by the King of France to help settle New France
Glacier: a large moving mass of ice (that covered most of North America in the Ice Age)
Inuit: the descendants of the Thule people who settled the Arctic after the Dorset people
Inuksuit (pl) Inuksuk (s): a pile of stones made in the shape of a figure built by the Inuit
Linguist: a person who studies languages
Matrilineal: family kinship is based on the mother’s or female line
Monumental Pole: (totem pole) a tall carved cedar pole which served as a record of      
family and special events made by the Pacific West Coast first nations
Nomad: a person who does not always live in one place but moves around to find food
Norse: people from Scandinavia (Norway, Sweden and Denmark), especially Norway
Pemmican: a nutritious traveling food made from buffalo meat, fat and berries
Potlach: a special party held by the Pacific West Coast nations in which gifts were given
Runes: letters of the Norse alphabet
Saga: a story or legend of adventures from the past e.g. Norse sagas
Thing: a democratic meeting of the Norse where they made laws and voted
Thule: the settlers from Eurasia to the Arctic who are the ancestors of the Inuit
Tipi: a portable tent made of animal hides used by the Plains first nations
Travois: a sled made of poles and pulled by dogs used by the Plains people to carry their
belongings
Umiak: a large Thule whale boat
Viking: the Norse people when they were on a trip to raid or trade
Wigwam: a tent similar to a tipi used by the Eastern Woodlands first nations
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